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Report To The Chairman, 
Committee On Appropriations, 
United States Senate 
OF THE UNITED STATES 

Congress Cannot Rely On The Military 
Services’ Reported Real Property 
Maintenance And Repair Backlog Data 
DOD’s failure to ensure uniform interpreta- 
tion of its definition and instructions by the 
military services has resulted in various incon- 
sistencies in the systems for identifying and 
reporting the backlog. Further, problems in 
the management of the services’ reporting 
systems also significantly impair the credibil- 
ity of the reported backlog. 

DOD has not defined what a manageable level 
of backlog should be nor provided adequate 
guidance on the uses to be made of the back- 
log in the routine real property management 
decisionmaking processes. 

This report recommends several ways DOD can 
improve backlog reporting and management. 
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COMPTROLLEoR QffNBPUU. OF THP UNITED STATES 

WMIWlNmrw4, D.C. axMa 

B-163500 

The Honorable Mark 0. Hatfield 
Chairman, Committee on Appropriations 
United States Senate 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

In response to the request of your Committee in its 
report No. 95-1264, dated October 2, 1978, we reviewed the 
Department of Defense's backlog of real property maintenance 
and repair projects. 

The Committee requested that the review be done in 
phases over a 2- to 3-year period. On August 3, 1979, we 
reported on the first phase of our review (LCD-79-314). 

This report is the second phase of our review. Because 
of the scope of coverage in this phase, no further work is 
planned as agreed with Committee staff. 

As arranged with your office, we are sending copies 
of this report to the Chairmen, House Committee On'Appropri- 
ations, Senate and House Committees on Armed Services, Senate 
Committee on Governmental Affairs, and House Committee on 
Government Operations; the Director, Office of Management 
and Budget; and the Secretary of Defense. 

Comptroller General I 
of the United States 





COMPTROLLER GENERAL'S CONGRESS CANNOT RELY ON THE 
REPORT TO THE COMMITTEE MILITARY SERVICES' REPORTED 
ON APPROPRIATIONS REAL PROPERTY MAINTENANCE 
UNITED STATES SENATE AND REPAIR BACKLOG DATA 

DIGEST ------ 

The reported backlog of the Department of 
Defense's (DCJD's) real property maintenance and 
repair has been constrained by the Navy and the 
Air Force and is hyndreds of millions of dollars 
Less than the actual level of deficiencies. Con- 
sequently, the Congress is not receiving a true 
picturcit of the backlog. DOD's failure to ensure 
uniform interpretation of its definition and 
guidance for backlog reporting has resulted in 

--the Navy revising its reporting system to 
alLow far showing only part of its total 
maintenance atid repair backlog; 

--the Aim: Force designing its system to 
report aa backlog only part of its 
real property deficiencies to be corrected 
by commercial contract; 

--Army and Marine Corps systems generally 
reporting unconstrained backlog; and 

--certain commands and installations taking 
indiwidual actions, some in violation, of 
service regulations, which serve to further 
constrain the levels of reported backlog. 
(See p. 4.) 

Also, the Congress cannot rely on even 
that portion of the backlog that the 
services are reporting as being accurate 
and valid. 

DOD has not ensured credible backlog 
reports by the services. The reported 
backlog data is further understated and 
unreliable because 

--facility inspection procedures do not 
ensure all deficiencies are identified 
for reporting, 

. Upon mmovrl, the rcrport 
rhoutd be noted hereon. 
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--DQD@s requirement that the backlog be 
identified from installation work plans 
is not consistently followed, 

--cost estimates for backlog projects are 
not always adequately develompcd or up- 
dated ta reflect increased facility 
deterioratian and price escalation, and 

--inadequate command review and validation 
has resulted in the reporting of errone- 
ous and inconsistent data and questionable 
adjustments to reported installations' 
backlog. (See p* 15.) 

DOD has not issued criteria for the services 
to use in establishing a manageable or accept- 
able level of backlog nor has it provided 
adequate guidance on the uses to be made of 
backlog data in the routine real property 
management decisionmaking process. DOID must 
define what would be an acceptable maintenance 
backlog that would allow activities to adequately 
carry out their missions while also maintaining 
real pro'perty in an acceptable physical con- 
dition for future use. After establishing 
these acceptable or manageable levels, activ- 
ities would be able to properly schedule 
maintenance work and request the needed 
funding. (See p. 23.) 

DOD has established separate categories 
within the base operating support program 
to give increased visibility and consistent 
treatment to the real. property maintenance 

@and repair effort. However, this action 
will not (1) eliminate the need to estab- 
lish an adequate maintenance floor which 
considers the annual maintenance and repair 
requirements, coupled with a defined manageable 
level of backlog, or (2) ensure that commands 
and installations adequately consider the 
backlog in their allocation and application 
of available maintenance and repair funds. 
(See p. 28.) 
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GAO believes a reasonably accurate maintenance 
and repair backlog which is based on uniformly 
applied DOD criteria as to what an acceptable 
maintenance level of backlog should be would 
enable the services, DOD, and the Congress 
to evaluate the relative condition of DOD's 
physical plant, establish the level of funding 
required to maintain an acceptable plant condi- 
tion, and determine the optimum allocation 
of funding based upon relative plant needs. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

To ensure that DOD and the Congress receive 
accurate and valid information reflecting 
the true level of backlog, the Secretary 
of Defense should: 

--Require the military s'ervices to modify 
their systems where necessary and implement 
controls to ensure that they uniformly 
interpret the definition and instructions 
for reporting backlog. 

--Report DOD's unconstrained total require- 
ments in its annual budget presentation 
to provide increased visibility in the 
area of real property maintenance and 
repair. 

--Require the services to improve their 
inspections and planning to ensure that 
maintenance and repair project identifi- 
cations are complete and that projects are 
validated and based on adequate1.y derived 
and current cost estimates. 

To improve the overall management of DOD's 
backlog with a view toward its reduction, 
the Secretary of Defense should: 

--Establish and issue criteria for the 
services to use in determining manageable 
or acceptable levels of maintenance back- 
log. 
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--Issue guidance to provide that the 
defined manageable level be uniformly 
used by all the military services in 
evaluating relative plant condition 
and the ad:equaey and effectiveness of 
funding decisions related to real 
property. 

AGEMCY COMMENTS 

With one exception, DOD generally agreed 
with GAO@s conclusions and recommendations. 
DOD did not agree that it should report 
unconstrained total requirements in its 
annual budget presentation. 

DOD said that the backlog is intended to be a 
high priority, essential list of maintenance 
and repair deficiencies and that reporting 
unconstrained total deficiencies would require 
additional personnel and increased administrative 
workload. Further, DOD felt that unconstrained 
backlog reporting would not be meaningful or 
effective in making resource decisions. 

GAO believes that DOD's intended action to 
identify high priority, essential backlog 
projects is good management and beneficial 
for immediate budget decisions. However, 
reporting the total bticklog should not signif- 
icantly increase personnel or administrative 
workload because the services already have 
mechanisms for identifying the total backlog. 
GAO believes that total backlog must be reported 
and used to ensure effective long-term program 
management by DOD and the Congress. In view 
of the continuing interest by congressional 
committees in the growing backlog, GAO still 
believes that the total backlog should be 
considered in the development of a meaningful 
manageable level and be reported to the Congress, 
unless DOD-can reach agreement with the committees 
that full disclosure is not required. (See p. 34.) 
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Since the e'arliy 196W thy CoIngress has been concerned 
about the gro#wth of r&al p'ro'perty maintenance and repair back- 
log within the Department of Defense (DOD) and the military 
services. To' encourage DOD and the services to contain the 
the backlo'g, tile Congress has 

--established a statutory floor of operation and 
maintenance funds for the services to use only 
for real property maintenance and repair: 

--provided funds in excess of those requested by 
the services for real property maintenance and 
repair; and 

--issued several directions to reduce the back- 
log f including adoption of a containment 
policy, establishing the fiscal year I.978 
backlog as the baseline not to be exceeded 
in the future. 

In 1960 DOD required the services to begin reporting 
annually the backlog of maintenance and repair (BMAR) for 
real property. These reports serve as the basis for the BMAR 
reported to the Congress each year by the services as part 
of their budgetary process. This backlog is recognized as 
a key indicator of the adequacy of the annual maintenance 
and repair funding. DOD's initial BMAR definition and 
resulting data reported by the services have been refined 
and changed over the years to improve the credibility of 
the data for use as an indicator of real property condition. 
DOD's current definition of BMAR, which was revised in 
August 1973, states that 

"The Backlog of Maintenance and Repair (BMAR) 
is the end of fiscal year measurement of main- 
tenance and repair work remaining as a firm 
requirement of the installation work plans * * * 
but which lack of resources prohibit accomplish- 
ment in that fiscal year.“ 

Despite congressionalVactions and DOD's effort to 
improve the reporting of BMAR, DOD's reported backlog more 
than doubled from $900 million in fiscal year 1973 to over 
$2 billion in fiscal year 1978. This continued growth 
prompted the Senate Committee on Appropriations in its 
October 2, 1978, report (S. Rept. No. 95-1264, 95th Gong., 
2d sess.) to ask us to review DOD's backlog program in phases 
over the next 2 to 3 years. In our report on the first 
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review phase (LCD-79-314, RMQ* 311, 1979), we provided the 
Committee! with a his;'toraGaiI.perespiective on the backlog 
trends, DOD's managmmt ~~IJ~JLS~W dnor identifying backlog, 
descriptions of ths s~ervicss management systems for deter- 
mining the backlog ,F, kln,d ;tt;ha re'sults' of previoula intltslrnal 
rev iewa . Q~ur r@gosl;t a@tm~ a~~~whnicib that the hcklaq WBE# 4aing 
treated as E s~ervi~oe problem rather tlnksln as a DOD problsm~ 
Tke diff'erence 4twtves@n the various s~rvice@~ system for 
managing backlog shows a need EJo'r mare DOD central control 
and monitoring. 

The following table shows the floor amounts, the military 1 
services* planned and actual expenditures, and reported 
BMAR for fiscal year 1979: 

Marine Air 
Army Navy Corps Force Total 

-----------------(miIlions)---------------------- 
Planned 

expenditures $ 578.1 $378.4 $113.9 $635.3 $1,705.7 

Maintenance 
floor 580.2 380.3 107.5 592.2 1,660.2 

Actual 
expenditures 679.0 436.9 122.9 730.9 1,969.7 

Reported BMAR lr309.2 563.0 139.0 365.5 2,376.7 

OBJECTIVES,, SCOPE, AND HETHODQLOGY 

In this second review phase of DOD's backlog program, we 
assessed the validity of the reported BMAR, the uniformity 
of the services' interpretation of DOD's definition and 
guidance on the reporting of BMAR, the adequacy of the manage- 
able levels established by the services through their appli- 
cation at the commands and installations, and the management 
of operation and maintenance funds applied to maintenance 
and repair projects and the reduction of BMAR at the instal- 
lation level. 

We reviewed DOD policies and procedural guidance provided 
to the services and related Army, Navy, Marine Corps and Air 
Force regulations, directives, and records. Also, we discussed 
BMAR policies and procedures with key officials at headquarters, 
intermediate commands, and installations. Our examination in- 
cluded 4 intermediate commands and 13 installations and covered 
the fiscal years 1978-79 BMARs. We selected the above instal- 
lations and commands to provide for coverage within all military 
services and to evaluate the command/installation relationship 
for installations with significant levels of backlog. Since 
our selection was not made on a statistical sample basis, the 
results cannot be projected DOD-wide. However, we have no 
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reason to believe our re~lts are not indicative of the 
situation existing at other locations. The commands and 
installations included in Our review and the BMARs reported 
are shown in appendix f, Below is a summary of the reported 
BMARs for the commands ani'd installations covered in our 
review. 

FY 1878 FY 1979 

-----------(millions)----------- 

Intermediate commands 8455.4 $482.4 

Installations 114.4 135.1 
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CHARTER 2 

The Congress is not receiving a true picture of DOD’s 
BMAR, The reported BMAR has been constrained by certain 
services and is hundreds of millions of dollars greater 
than the rcpor~ted level,of real property maintenance and 
repair deficiencies. This constraint results primarily 
from inconsistencies in the services' systems for identifying 
and reporting BMAR on the basis of their interpretation 
of DQb's BMAR reporting requirements. 

DOD's definition and instructions, which date back to 
1973, specify that BMAR be the end-of-the-fiscal-year measure- 
ment of maintenance and repair work remaining as a firm require- 
ment of an installation's work plans but not accomplished 
because of a lack of resources. DOD requires installations 
to prepare annual and long-range work plans which accurately 
portray unconstrained total maintenance and repair require- 
ments for effectively managing real property. During April 
1980 hearings before the Senate Committee on Appropriations, 
DOD said that it believed that the services agreed on the 
criteria and definition of BMAR. According to DOD, the small 
differences existing in BMAR reporting provide management 
the necessary flexibility for individual service mission 
responsibilities and systems. DOD did not consider these 
differences sufficiently significant to invalidate the backlog 
measurements. 

However, we found that the Navy's and Air Force's 
systems do not conform to DOD guidance and significantly 
constrain the reported level of BMAR. For example: 

--The Navy's BMAR system excludes a large portion 
of its total real property maintenance and repair 
deficiencies. 

--The Air Force's system excludes a significant 
part of that backlog scheduled for commercial 
contract, as well as all backlog scheduled 
for its installations' in-house work force. 

Generally, the Army and Marine Corps systems follow DOD's 
guidance for reporting backlog. However, actions taken by .. 
service commands and installations individually contributed 
to the constrained level of reported BMAR. 

We believe DOD's failure to ensure proper, uniform 
. interpretation of its definition and instructions for 

reporting BMAR greatly contributes to the constrained 
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reporting. According to DOD testimony on April 28, 1980, 
before the Senate Committee on Appropriations, a Real 
Property Maintenance Council in the Office of the Secretary 
of Defense provides a means of advocating uniform DOD policies 
and procedures. The Council, comprised of senior service 
program representatives, jointly provides a greater role in 
reviewing and evaluating program progress, making recommen- 
dations for improving management effectiveness, and promoting 
efficiency and economy by mutually exchanging ideas and tech- 
niques. DOD also referred to internal audits by service and 
Defense audit teams promulgating basic, broad policies and 
evaluating BMAR compilation and reporting. 

However, DOD has not ensured that the services use 
uniform systems and procedures to report BMAR. The Real 
Property Maintenance Council has met sporadically and, in 
our opinion, has not effectively directed and overseen the 
BMAR reporting 'systems. As discussed in our previous report, 
1/ Defense and service internal audit organizations have 
Gver the years reviewed the adequacy of the services' reported 
BMAR. However, as illustrated in the following segments of 
this chapter and chapter 3, we believe these reviews have had 
little impact on improving the quality of BMAR reported by 
the services. 

NAVY'S REVISED SYSTEM FOR REPORTING 
BMAR EXCLUDES A MAJOR PORTION OF 
IDENTIFIED BACKLOG 

The Navy's current system for classifying and reporting 
backlog significantly distorts its true BMAR level. As 
shown on page 6, the Navy has understated its BMAR by several 
hundred million dollars since fiscal year 1977, when it 
revised its system for reporting maintenance and repair 
backlog. The Navy's gross understatement in reporting, 
based on the actual level of backlog, resulted primarily 
because its BMAR system 

--uses only part of the total backlog as the basis 
for reporting BMAR and 

--projects a yearend BMAR from deficiencies reported 
7 months earlier. 

&/"DOD's Real Property Maintenance and Repair Backlog" (LCD- 
79-314, Aug. 31, 1979). 
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The Navy's interpretation of DOD guidance 
understates backlog reportiq 

The system prescribed by the Chief of Naval Operations 
specifies that each installation prepare an annual inspection 
summary to reflect all known uncorrected facility deficiencies. 
The backlog is then determined by selecting from the summary 
only those deficiencies classified as nondeferrable. Non- 
deferrable deficiencies are defined as those which cannot 
be deferred beyond the current year because of operational 
needs or economic impact. Only nondeferrable deficiencies 
become the basis for BMAK. Deficiencies not considered 
urgent are classified as deferrable, and therefore, are 
excluded from the BMAR. . 

The Navy's system has resulted in its installations and 
commands classifying and reporting as nondeferrable only a 
part of the total known uncorrected real property maintenance 
and repair needs. As the following table shows, the Navy's 
reported backlog would be substantially greater had it.reported 
all uncorrected facility deficiencies. 

Cmriscn of the Values for Total,Identified 
Real Property Deficiencies with Those Classified 

as Nondeferrable--1979 

Cmnd 

Tctal value Total value 
of all identified of nondeferrable 

deficiencies deficiencies Difference 

----------------(miIlions)--------------- 

Commander in 
Chief, U.S. 
Atlantic Fleet, 
Norfolk, Virginia $220.5 $84.3 $136.2 

Chief of f3aval 
t4ateria1, 
Washington, D.C.: 175.6 90.8 84.8 

Naval Supply 
systems Conmand, 
Washington, D.C. 
(note a) 88.3 49.0 39.3 

aJncluded in totals for Chief of Naval Material, 

Our review of documentation for selected deficiencies at Navy 
installations visited showed that similar deficiencies could be 
reported as deferrable or nondeferrable. For example: 
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--At the Naval Station, Norfolk, Virginia, a March 1977 
project provided for mechanical repairs to a correc- 
tional facility. Documentation showed that the facility 
had plumbing problems which caused unsanitary conditions 
and extreme heplth hazards. This project, estimated 
at $,42,ClO01, was given a low priority and reparted in 
1979,&s d8eferrable. 

--At the Naval Supply Center, San Diego, California, a 
plumbing tiepair project for a headquarters facility 
was es'timated at $156,000. This project was reported 
in 19879 as nondeferrable. 

--At the No'rfolk Naval Supply Center, projects to repair 
or replace roofs were designated as both deferrable 
and nondeferrable. 

As shown above, the Chief of Naval Operations had not provided 
adequate guidance on how to classify projects as deferrable 
and nondeferrable. As a result, each command had different 
procedures for classifying 'projects, and individiual judgment 
was a major factor in classification decisions. Personnel 
at the installations audited either could not address what 
was considered a deferrable or nondeferrable project or 
gave differing interpretations of the Navy's nondeferrable 
criteria. 

During our review, the Navy revised its guidance 
to improve criteria on classifying real property deficien- 
cies as nondeferrable. Although the guidance is more 
specific, in our opinion, it still does not clarify what 
constitutes a deferrable project which should not be reported 
as BMAR. In fact, the revised Navy guidance explicitly 
states that the nondeferrable deficiencies used for report- 
ing BMAR represent only part of the total backlog of real 
property maintenance and repair needs. 

We believe that the Navy should report all known uncor- 
rected real property deficiencies, deferrable and nondeferrable, 
as BMAR. Otherwise, DOD and the Congress, when making program 
decisions, will not have a true picture of the Navy's backlog. 

Navy's projection of yearend 
BMAR also understated the level 
of reported backlog 

The Navy's level of reported BPlAR has also been under- 
stated because the backlog has consisted of an estimate 
based on adjustments to the actual known deficiencies 
reported as nondeferrable 7 months earlier. .Each year, 



Navy installations report their uncorrected facility 
deficiencies as of March 1; the major commands then adjust 
these figures to estimate the BMAR for the end of the fiscal 
year. The Comptroller of the Navy prescribed the use of a 
formula to project yearend BMAR which could have resulted in 
either an overstatement or understatement of the backlog. 
As shown belowE the 1979 yearend projection for two commands 
audited further understated the level of reported BMAR. 

Comparison of Reported Nondeferrable 
neflcian~i'e~,,amd~,Proj~cted Yearend BMAR 

Eat TWOI Mia~ljor Commands in 1979 

Command 

Total value 
af reported 

nondeferrable Projected 
deficiencies yearend 
BBS of March L BMAR Difference 

-----------------(millions)-------------- 

Commander in 
Chief, U.S. 
Atlantic 
Fleet $84.3 $76.4 $ 7.9 

Chief of Naval 
Material 90.8 77.1 13.7 

The adjustments made to estimate BMAR, based on the instal- 
lations' nondeferrable deficiencies, thus serve to further 
diminish the level of reported BMAR. 

The Navy recognized the need to correct this deficient 
reporting approach. Therefore, on January 16, 1980, the Navy 
directed its installations to report uncorrected facility 
deficiencies as of the end of the year, beginning in fiscal year 
1981. Although this would appear to eliminate adjustments and 
provide a more accurate BMAR picture, the procedures for classi- 
fying deficiencies as deferrable, as well as the actions of 
local commands, will continue to distort the reported BMAR. 
For example, the Commander in Chief, U.S. Atlantic Fleet, 
instructed its installations to retain the March 1 reporting 
date and provide information by the following October 15 to 
reflect newly identified or funded projects for March 1 
through October 1. However, the command's guidance does not 
require project updates to reflect increased deterioration 
and price escalation. Under the current system, the cost of 
some projects may be estimated as much as 19 months before 
the end of the fiscal year. 
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AIR FORCE BYSTEM PGR REPORTING BMAR 

Tha level of W;Wti raportrd by the Air Fores is also 
signifiaantly oonatrabm$* Similar to tha Havy and omtrary 
to DOD instructfons, tlm Air Fome deme not report the lmcklog 
on the baslia of unconstrain~J toltal requirements. The Air 
Force has limitsad the reporting of Y&MAR1 undserstating its 
actual level of backlog by mZllions of dollars because its 
BMAR reporting system 

--include@ only part of the backlog of real property 
maintenance slnd repair deficiencies planned for 
commercial contract and 

--excludes that backlog programed for the in-house 
labor force. 

We believe the Air Force should revise its system so 
that its installations report all unfunded maintenance and 
repair deficiencies remaining as firm requirements at 
yearend. Otherwise, Air Force headquarters, DOD, and the 
Congress will not have a true picture of the Air Force's 
backlog. 

Air Force BMAR reports include 
only certain Eaclllty deficiencies 
to be corrected by commercial contrac ts 

The Air Force system for reporting BMAR does not include 
all of the backlogged maintenance and repair to be contracted 
commercially. The Air Force designed this system to provide 
monthly reports on the status of unfunded contract projects. 
However, the Air Force limits its "backlog" to those contract 
projects planned for the current or prior year(s) but still 
unfunded at yearend. Because it identifies projects to be 
programed for 2 succeeding years and does not designate and 
report them as BMRR, the Air Force significantly understates 
its deficiencies at yearend. As shown on page 11, the Air 
Force understated its BMAR by about $270 to $330 million at 
the end of fiscal years 1978 and 1979. 

The Air Force has an automated maintenance, repair, and 
minor construction reporting system which depicts the current 
status of planned contract projects. According to its latest 
(Aug. 1976) guidance, the system processes monthly reports 
from installations to major commands and headquarters. These 
reports identify tne backlog of maintenance and repair which 
the Air Force uses to support its budget estimates and financial 
plans. 
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Projects included in this system are based on documented 
work requirements which the installations' facilities boards 
have validated for co'ntraet. These validated, unfunded 
deficiencies enter thee! reportfng syrs;'t~~~ with a project 
number which designates them for accomplishment in either 
the current year or I of 2 succeeding years. Those desig- 
nated for accomplishment in either of the 2 succeeding years 
are termed "future requirements." At yearendr the installation 
identifies and codes those projects to be reported as SMAR. 
Because the Air Force limits backlog to those unfunded 
projects designated to be accomplished in current or prior 
years, pr;o'jects designated as future requirements are not 
reported as BNAR, As @own below, the Air Force Command and 
installations we visited were not reporting a large portion 
of their ~"~~~~~'~~~ $a~ Ibd@ @ccomglis,hed commercially. 

&~~p~llrr?~Sison ale Totglll Requirements to be 
Performed by Commercial Contract with 

Reported BMAR for FY 1979 
Total 

require- Reported Differ- Percent 
Command/installation ments BMAR ence unreported 

-------(millions)------- 

Tactical Air Command, 
Langley, Virginia: $121.1 $80.9 

Langley Air Force 
Base, Ida ng Y s'y , 
Virginia (note a) 10.3 7.6 

Nellis Air Force 
Base, Las Vegas, 
Nevada (note a) 8.9 6.6 

Shaw Air Force Base, 
Sumter, South 
Carolina (note a) 6.2 5.1 

$40.2 33 

2.7 26 

2.3 26 

1.1 18 

c/Figures are included in totals for Tactical Air Command. 

Our review of selected installation projects showed that 
deficiencies designated as future requirements were similar 
to those reported as BMAR. For example: 

--A Langley Air Force Base project to replace a chapel’s 
heating and air-conditioning system for an estimated 
$40,000 was designated a future requirement and 
excluded from BMAR. The system is beyond serviceable 
repair and is deteriorating. 
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--Another Langley project to replace the heating and 
cooling systems in two buildings for an estimated 
$40,500 was reported as &MAR. 

--A Nellis Air Force Base project to repair gas leaks 
for an estimated $35,000 was designated a future 
requirement and excluded from BMAR. 

In October 1979 the Air Force revised its automated 
system for reporting projects to be contracted. Although 
data elements essentially are the same under both the 
previous and current systems, the previous system was off- 
line (punch cards), whereas the revised system is on-line. 
Other revisions include: 

--Automatic identification and coding of BMAR projects. 

--The ability of installation personnel to enter 
unvalidated projects into the system. 

--The ability to add other engineering program elements. 

According to Air Force officials, these revisions will not result 
in differences in BMAR reporting. Concerning the exclusion of 
projects designated as future requirements from the reported 
BMAR, an Air Force representative said that projects identified 
as future requirements are not considered BMAR but are considered 
to be those which will1 require work in subsequent years as deter- 
mined by engineering judgment. Such projects are placed in an 
installation's work plan for outyear program requirements. 
Although we believe the concept of programing the deficiencies 
for accomplishment in future years is good management, we 
also believe that the deficiencies should be reported as BMAR 
to reflect an accurate picture of the total backlog. 

Maintenance and repair backlog for in-house 
labor force is excluded from BMAR 

The Air Force system also constrains the reporting of BMAR 
by excluding the backlog of maintenance and repairs scheduled 
for an installation's in-house work force which remains as 
unfunded firm requirements at yearend. While the amount of 
backlog for in-house work does not appear to be as significant 
as the unreported contract backlog, we believe that it could 
amount to several million dollars annually. For example: 

--In a sample of 34 maintenance and repair work orders 
to be performed in-house at Shaw Air Force Base, 31 
orders estimated at $215,100 should have been reported 
as BMAR in fiscal year 1978. 
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--At Nellia Air Force Baser 11 unfunded in-house 
projects, eestimaated at $4'2,316, s'hould have 
been reported as BMAR at the end of fiscal 
year 1979. 

Air Force officials told us that the ye:aren,d in-house 
backlog is not reported because it is not pro'gramed suffici- 
ently in advance to develop a realistic backlog figure; such 
backlogs ultinitely are accomplished in s'ubsequent years. 
Hwever, we believe this rationale is insufficient justi- 
fication for omitting the in-house backlogs from BMAR reports. 
In our opinion, identifying and accumulating such backlog at 
yearend for inclusion in the Air Force report would be a 
simple process. 

LOCAL COMMAW‘D AND INSTALLATION 
ACTIONS ALSG 
LEVEL OF REPa 

The BEUPAR reported to ROD and the Congress is further 
understated by millions of dollars annually because certain 
Army and Navy commands and installations can arbitrarily 
reduce the level of deficiencies reported or disregard the 
regulations for reporting WAR. For example: 

--The Norfolk Naval Station arbitrarily reclassified 
104 projects totaling an estimated $702,000 from 
nondeferrable (the basis for reporting BMAR) to 
deferrable because personnel at the Commander in 
Chief, U.S. Atlantic Fleet, informally instructed 
its installations to reclassify some deficiencies. 
Atlantic Fleet command personnel called thase 
instructions an "overreaction" to previous criticism 
from the higher command that too many deficiencies 
were being designated nondeferrable. 

--Fort Bragg, North Carolina, in violation of Army 
regulations, excluded from its BMAR reports the 
backlog of maintenance and repair designated for 
the installation's in-house labor force. The 
amount of such work was estimated to be from 
$50,000 to $200,000 at any one time. 

--Also in violatio'n of Army regulations, Fort 
McPherson, Georgia, did not report as BMAR those 
projects with estimated costs under $10,000. In 
fiscal year 1979, these unreported projects amounted 
to S45,oao. 
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CHAPTER 3 

IIOD SHOULD IMFROVE TBE MANAGE~MENT 

OF ITS REEPC)RTING SYSTEM TO PROVIDE 

A MORE RELIABLE BMAR 

As discussed in chapter 2, the Congress cannot rely on 
the reported BMAR as an accurate and valid account of real 
property deficiencies be&use the services constrained the 
level of reported BMAR. In addition, several other problems 
in the military services' reporting systems have undermined 
the credibility of the reports and caused even further 
understatement of reported BMAR. 

--Facility inspection programs do not ensure that all 
deficiencies are identified for reporting. 

--Installations do not consistently follow DOD's 
requirement for BMAR to be identified from 
installation work plans. 

--Cost estimates for reported deficiencies are 
not adequately developed and are not updated 
to reflect increased deterioration and price 
escalation. 

--Insufficient review of the BMAR has resulted in 
' questionable adjustments to the BMAR reported by 

certain installations and commands and many incon- 
sistencies and errors in the data reported. 

We believe these problems have resulted from DOD's 
decentralized management approach and a general lack of 
adequate review and validation of the systems and BMAR data. 
During April 28, 1980, testimony before the Senate Committee 
on Appropriations, DOD said it had considered alternatives 
to the current approach for management of real property, 
including the reporting of BMAR by the services. DOD 
stated that, in past years, a large staff within the 
Office of the Secretary of Defense exercised more central 
control over the real property maintenance program and 
imposed detailed procedures with specific approval for 
funding thresholds. According to DOD's testimony (1) 
subsequent reorganizations to improve overall management 
and mission structure delegated more authority to operating 
levels with top management surveillance of programs and 
(2) a minimum Office of the Secretary of Defense staff 
function currently provides basic policies and program 
oversight. DOD also stated that it considers coordination 
and constant contact with service representatives at the. 
functional program level and through the Real Property 
Maintenance Council acceptable program direction and control. 
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However, we found that DQDVs po? icy of allowing each 
service to de!?elop J,,fs own criteriAa end s'ystsm for reporting 
I3MAR and the limit&4 program oversighr bly DOD and the services 
!:a*~e led to manly j,q~~,o~,sl,ia,~,an~ci!e~,, ame~ng~ the; services' BMAR 
systems and procedures. b~ometinve~, incons~fstencies among * 
installations have o#cigtigre~d~ wit:Vrll;in tIhm ;$F,ame service. As noted 
earlier, DO!") told the zWn&te Committee on Appropriations that 
it did not c~si~der theee'e d'ifferences, to be s#,u,fficiently 
significant to i,n,val,id~at,e the backlog meas,ureme~ata~* yw7er f 
we consider the accur,acy and validity of the reported BMAR 
to be highly queafionable, 

INADEQ!IATE FACI1;I,TY IBSPECTION 
TO IDENTIFY DEFICIENCIES 

DOD cannot be sure that all real property deficiencies 
are identified for reporting as EIMRR becaus'e the services' 
requirements for routine recurring inspections of facilities 
generally were not adequately administered at the installations 
audited. Each military service requires its ins,tallationk 
to inspect facilities and report on the results according 
to its guidelines. Eiowever, the services lack controls 
to ensure that thorough inspections are performed on schedule, 
thus raising serious questions about the credibility of the 
services' reported BMAR in fiscal years 1978 and 1979. 

All of the 13 installatians we reviewed had programs 
for routine recurring inspections, but only 2 were adequately 
performing inspections in accordance with their service require- 
ments. The reported BMAR for fiscal years 1978 and 1979 was 
understated because the installations either did not have fully 
ongoing programs then or did not have adequate inspection pro- 
grams. For example: 

--Generally, the Army installations had no ongoing 
inspection programs to identify facility deficien- 
cies. Fort Ord, California, did not have an 
inspection program during fiscal year 1978, and 
Fort McPherson and Fort Stewart, Georgia, did not 
inspect facilities regularly. Also, Fort Bragg had 
not incorporated into the BMAR any facility inspection 
results since fiscal year 1976, when its BMAR increased 
from about $6 to $20 million, based on a l-month con- 
prehensive inspection during that year. The Army is 
implementing a'new facility inspection program. 

--Langley Air Force Base, for a period of time in 1978, 
also did net perform facility inspections as required 
by Air Force regulations. In addition, documentation 
generally was not available to show whether inspections 
had been performed in prior years- In 1979 Langley 
began reinstating its program to inspect facilities 
witt1.n the minimum frequerxics prescribed by Air 
Force regulations. 



--The Camp Pendlcton, California, Marine Corps base 
lacked documentation to show whether facility 
inqectlons were performed in fiscal year 1978 or 
for 20; percent of rts facilfties En 1979, although 
annual irmpections'are required. 

--Review of the records for about 10 percent of the 
Mayport, Florida, Naval Station facilities snowed 
that about 20 percent had na inspection reports on 
file, although annual inspections are required. 

While we did not specifically review the quality of 
inspections, we found that generally they were not sufficentiy 
thorough in scope or adequately documented so that deficiencies 
could be ident'lfled for effectively reporting and managing 
backlog. For example: 

--One? Norfollk Naval Station project involved serious 
health hazards resulting from deteriorated asbestos 
insulation, which had fallen from steam pipes, and 
leaking sewer lines underneath a food service facility. 
The deficiencies were not detected until a special 
inspection was performed in December 1978 based on 
complaints of odors by building occupants. Yet a 
routine inspection by the Norfolk Navy Public Works 
Center, conducted only 3 months earlier, had not 
detected the deficiencies --although Naval Station 
officials admit it should have. The earlier report 
had not indicated any inspection or deficiencies 
underneath the building. This occurred despite a 
May 1977 inspection report, on file, which noted that 
insulation on certain pipes needed replacing and that 
part of the facility had not been inspected underneath 
because there were 2 to 6 inches of water standing. 
The naval station has requested emergency funding 
approval and is correcting the deficiencies. 

--At Fort Bragg some deficiency descriptions in reports 
under its recently implemented inspection program 
were too vague to benefit BMAR managers, especially 
in determining whether the deficiency should be added 
to the BMAR list,. 

We believe the problems with installations" Inspection 
programs stem from the lack of overall DOD guidance and 
oversight. Although each of the services has provided 
guidance for the facility inspection program, we believe 
the inconsistencies in requirements, such as the frequency 
of inspection&, affect the level of deficiencies jdentified. 
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REQUIRED WORK PLANNING IS MOT. 
ALWAYS USED AS A BASIS FOR :- 
REPORTING AND MAWJbXE3JiE BMAR 

The installations we visited were not complying with . 
DOD's requirem'ents for work plans, thereby lessening the 
effectiveness of BMAR management. Generally, installations 
either did not observe the requirements that work plans form 
the basis for reporting BMAR or did not ensure that all 
facility deficiencies were included in their work plans. 
We believe this lack of adequate work plans impairs the serv- 
ices' and ina'tallatio'ns' management of the real property 
program and hampers backlog reduction efforts. 

DlOD requires each installation to develop annual and 
long-range work plans accurately portraying unconstrained 
total requirements for use in effectively managing real 
property. DOD also requires that BMAR be extracted from the 
installation work plans and represent the end-of-fiscal-year 
measurement of maintenance and repair work remaining as a 
firm requirement but not accomplished because of a lack of 
resosurcesr However, the services' systems either do not 
require such plans or do not contain the controls needed to 
ensure that the work plans are adequate for use in reporting 
BMAR. 

Eleven of the 13 installations audited did not prepare 
annual or long-range plans reflecting unconstrained total 
requirements. This was generally the case with the Navy and 
Air Force because their systems for reporting BMAR did not 
require BMAR to be extracted from such plans. Their reporting 
systems were based, on either a facility inspection program 
or an automated reporting system which included only main- 
tenance and repair projects to be contracted. Although the 
Army and Marine Corps systems required work plans to serve 
as the basis for BMAR, the plans were not always prepared 
or were inadequate for identifying and reporting BMAR. For 
example, Camp Pendleton did not prepare an annual work plan, 
and Fort Bragg prepared an annual work plan which served as 
the basis for the reported BMAR, but it did not include work 
to be performed by the in-house labor force. 

We believe that DOD should require the military services 
to consistently apply its guidance and to ensure that adequate 
work plans serve as the'basis for reporting BMAR and manag- 
ing the real property program, with emphasis toward reducing 
the backlog. Further, work plans which do not consider 
unconstrained total requirements or reflect the best course 
of action to correct the maintenance and repair deficiencies, 
undoubtedly restrict the installation's ability to effective&y 
plan and manage its real property program. 'The lack of 
adequate work plans, as it relates to the installation's 

. application of maintenance and repair funds, is further dis- 
cussed on pages 27 and 28. 
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INADEQUATE AND OUTDATED COST 
ESTIMATES FURTHER AFFECT THE 
CREDIBILITY OF REPORTED BMAR 

The reported BMAR is also understated and its credibility 
made questionable because the services have not ensured 
accurate, current cost estimates for the maintenance and 
repair projects. We believe this failure to develop adequate 
cost estimates fcrr BMAR proj:ects' and to keep them up-to-date 
results from a lack of sufficient guidance and controls over 
BMAR reporting. At each installation visited, we found many 
cost estimates for projects which either differed signifi- 
cantly from the actual costs when funded or had not been 
updated to reflect increased deterioration and price esca- 
lation. 

D0D directives stress the importance of accurately 
reflecting work requirements. However, the services have 
not issued adequate instructions on developing and updating 
cost estimates to consistently carry out DOD guidance. The 
Navy has provided specific guidance for developing cost 
estimates using work standards and other estimating guides 
and requires that cost estimates be current. The Air Force 
regulations, however, specify only the use of minimal data 
and the most current cost estimate available for validating 
and reporting work projects. In addition, Air Force regu- 
lations specifically state that projects will be based on 
costs current at the time they are submitted to Air Force 
headquarters for approval. Army guidance stated that main- 
tenance and repair requirements should be kept current at all 
times but did not specify how the cost estimates should be 
updated. 

Inadequate or outdated cost estimates for BMAR projects 
are a consistent problem. The estimates are often preliminary 
or rough estimates of the cost for the work, and, where up- 
dated for price escalation, the revised estimates do not 
always consider increased facility deterioration. We found 
significant differences between the actual costs for some 
recently funded projects and BMAR report cost estimates. 
In addition, many cost estimates currently reported had 
not been updated to reflect increased deterioration and 
price escalation. For example: 

--The cost estimates r'eported for 26 BMAR projects 
reviewed at the Parris Island, South Carolina, 
Marine Corps Recruit Depot were understated by 
a net amount of almost $800,000 compared to the 
actual costs. 

--The cost estimates for several BMAR projects 
reported in 1979 by the Mayport Naval Station 
had not been updated since 1976 or 1977. 
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--One BMAR project at the Nellis Air Force 
Base to replace a hospital roof was estimated 
in fiscal year 1975 at $176,OdO, J[t was funded 
in fiscal year 1979 for $325,700, or a difference 
of $149),700. 

--The ccmt @asltimafires for BMAR projects at Fort 
M~=PIM~EHxI and Fort Stewart were desk estimates 
mada by plernnersl and eamtimators', and generally, 
were not up8;ated until the projects were ready 
to be acoomgliahad. Some currently reported 
projects at thes'e installations dated back to 
1’974 and 1976. 

We believe that DOD and the services must provide 
better guidance and establish necessary controls to ensure 
that adequately prepared cost estimates, routinely updated 
for increased fsciljlty deterioration and price escalation, 
are used in repmtbng BMWR. Otherwise, the reported BMRR 
will not accurately reflect the amount of backlomg existing 
at the installations. 

INSUFFICIENT REVIEW AND 
VALIDATIOEJ 8F BM;WR AFFECT 
ITS ACCURACY AND VALIDITY 

Insufficient review and validation of the installations' 
backlogs also affect the accuracy and validity of the reported 
BMAR. Although DQD and the services generally have stressed 
the need for a BMAR review, we found that their limited effort 
to validate the backlog does not ensure a credible BMAR. In 
addition to problems with the installations' inspection 
programs, work plans, and project estimating noted earlier 
in this chapter, the inadequate review and validation have 
resulted in (1) omission of projects from the BMAR reports 
and the reporting of erroneous, inconsistent data and (2) 
arbitrary and unexplainable adjustments to the installations' 
backlog reports. 

DOD has directed that Office of the Secretary of Defense 
officials will visit installations to review real property 
management, including specific repair projects in the backlog, 
and that all levels of organization and command will appraise 
effectiveness. The services have also given some guidance for 
reviewing and validatingethe backlog. Navy guidance states 
that the BMAR must withstand the scrutiny of intense review 
and that the applicable command must review and validate 
installatio8n-reported backlog. Army regulations also provide 
for command evaluation of real property programs, and its Forces 
Command has requirements for validating BMAR projects. The 
Marine Corps has procedures for reviewing and validating BMAR 
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projects, and the Air Force requires that the BMAR program 
be monitored. However, the Air Force has not issued specific 
guidance on how BMAR is to be reviewed. 

Although DQb's mortst rec'en't study focused o'n the 1977 
BMAR and each of the services was doing some review and 
validation of the bm&ckloNg, we fo'und variou's problems with 
the reported BMAR at several installations which had 
resulted from insuffi~oicnt N~iew efforts. For example: 

--Inadequate comnadd &view of the Camp Pendleton' 
BMAR resultad~ intwo projects with a total 
estimated cost of $368,700 being improperly added 
to the 1979 BMAR list. As a result, the projects 
were reported twice, and another project with'a 
documented estimate of $32,900 was incorrectly 
reported as estimated at $329,000. 

--Thirteen projects with total estimated costs of 
about $1.4 million were omitted from Langley's 1978 % 
BMAR report because, according to an Air Force 
representative, the projects were not properly 
identified as BMAR. 

--At each Navy installation visited, some projects were 
inconsistently reported as nondeferrable in fiscal 
year 1978 but later classified and reported as 
deferrable in fiscal year 1979. 

--At least five projects with total estimated costs of 
$138,000 were not included in the March 1980 Forces 
Command validation of the Fort Ord BMAR projects for 
buildings and grounds because installation personnel 
had not provided the command with a list of all projects 
to be validated. 

In addition to the problems associated with the 
installation's reporting of BMAR, inadequate review and 
oversight of the BMAR have resulted in arbitrary and 
unexplainable adjustments by the installations' commands 
and headquarters. For example: 

--Army headquarters told us that it had adjusted 
the BMAR reported by Forces Command in fiscal 
year 1979 downward by $8 million and that 
supporting documentation based on BMAR validation 
experience was supposed to be at the command. 
However, command personnel could not provide 
documentation or explanation to support these 
adjustments. 
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--The Naval Supply,&&w$ema Command made significant 
adjustments amounting to several million dollars-- 
tsotb additioma and drjcre8as'ate --to' t:he backlog reported 
tsy ita iast~~~at&ms~ lout aould nat provide docwmen- 
tation or Iexglgn18atic8n to suppo'rt these adjustments. 

FiFe bNa&ilwa WD ad@ the militqry s8ervieN'es need to 
improve their surveillance of the systems for reporting 
backlog to enswe that an accurate, valid level of BMAR 
is used for managing real property and reporting to the 
Congress. 
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CHAPTER 4 . 

IMPROVEME'NTS NE&DED IN,,J$E MAR#3!3MRt'Q '3 REAL PROPERTY 

DOD has mither sadqu,at9sly deslfimd Al, man,ageabLe level of 
BMAR nor effectively umw! backlog as an indicator of real 
property plant condition at commands and installations to 
ensure optimum use of available funds. The reported 
backlog--because it is not used as an indicator of plant i 
condition-- currently can be used only as a gross indi- 
cator on a trend basis to determine fluctuations in the 
total backlog. Although the service headquarters have 
established manageable levels for use in their planning 
and programing, the concepts are inconsistent and may not 
be meaningful for use in determining an acceptable real prop- 
erty plant condition. DOD also has not ensured that BMAR 
is adequately considered in the management and allocation of 
maintenance and repair funds at all organizational levels. 

In addition, DOD recently has 'established separate 
categories within the base operating support.program to give 
increased visibility and consistent treatment to the real 
property maintenance and repair effort. While the newly 
established program categories may provide for program visi- 
bility and appraisal for planning, programing, and budgeting, 
there is no assurance that DOD will be able to reduce the 
backlog or attain the congressional containment level. l/ 
DOD has testified that, over the past several years, its plan- 
ning guidance has attempted to arrest the growth .of the back- 
log, but it has been unable to do so because higher priority 
requirements constrain the funding for real property backlog 
reduction. We believe that in addition to the program 
categories, DOD needs to recommend a meaningful maintenance 
floor of expenditures to the Congress which will cover the 
annual maintenance and repair requirements and provide for 
an adequately defined manageable level. 

DOD NEEDS TO DEFINE A MANAGEABLE 
LEVEL OF BACKLOG 

DOD has recognized the need for defining a manageable 
level of BMAR. Testifying before the Subcommittee on Defense, 
House Committee on Appropriations, on fiscal year 1979 appro- 
priations, DGD said that the current program and fiscal guid- 
ance regarding a manageable level was to fund maintenance and 

&/The congressional conferees on the DOD appropriation bill 
for fiscal year 1979 adopted a policy that the backlog of 
maintenance and repair of real property should be held to 
the dollar level reported at the end of fiscal year 1978. 
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repair to (1) balance yearly requirements and (2) reduce 
outstanding deficiencies to 'a more manageable level in equal 
annual increments by the end of fiscal year 1984, except for 
the U.S, Army in Ewrbslp&. Again, in March 1980 hearings before 
the Subcommittee on Mili,tary Construction, House Committee on 
Appropriations, on fiscal year 1981 appropriation,c, DOD stated 
that annual plannf'ng hnd programing guidance to the services 
for real pro'perty maintenance prescribed an approach. Accor- 
ding to DOD, at the minimum level, funding should be programed 
to satisfy annual requirements and to allow no growth in the 
backlogs. At the bmasic and enhanced levels, the backlogs 
should be reduced to more cost effective manageable levels 
within 8 and 5 yearsI respectively. 

DOD directives also provide that the effective manage- 
ment of real property maintenance activities requires plan- 
ning of effort and programing of resources over the period 
of a 5-year defense plan. Further, the directives require 
that the planned level of effort be identified in the annual 
program objective memorandum of each service with an assess- 
ment of real prope'rty condition and the probable effect on 
the mission which would result from the funding level proposed 
over the period. 

Although DOD has recognized the need for a manageable 
level of BMAR in funding real property maintenance, it has 
not defined a manageable level or provided such guidance 
to the services. In April 1980 DOD told the Senate Committee 
on Appropriations that elements of the Real Property Main- 
tenance Council have discussed the goal of reaching a manage- 
able level of backlog to allow effective management of in- 
house and contract resources and minimize physical plant 
deterioration. DOD further stated that, although the exact 
manageable level had not been defined, it will be defined 
when EW3D is able to reduce existing backlog to the specified 
congressional containment level. 

Regarding the council's discussions of the uniform 
' use of a manageable level, service members' opinions differ 

widely on the makeup of a uniform level ranging from a zero 
level of backlog to an acceptance of the congressional 
guidance of containment at the fiscal year 1978 BMAR level 
as a management objective. As a result, a consensus was 
not reached and a position was supposed to be subsequently 
developed and provided to the services. At the completion 
of our review, DOD still had neither defined a manageable 
level nor provided such guidance to the services. 

DOD's failure to define a manageable level and provide 
appropriate guidance has resulted in each service developing 
what it considers to be a manageable level. As shown on the 
next page, the services' concepts are inconsistent and may not 
be meaningful for use in effectively managing the program. 
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--The Army defines thle level to b’e 261 percent of its 
annual maintenance and repair requirements. According 
to the Army, this kxmcept; provides for a reasonable 
keveh to b’e ua~d in planrving, programing, and budgeting 
and recognizes that facilities will be replaced and 
realined. 

*The Navy defines the level as being equivalent to a 
zero balance of nondeferrable maintenance and, repair 
deficiencies at the end of any given year. Non- 
dseferrable deficiencies are those which cannot be 
deferred b8ecausle of olperational needs or adverse 
economic impact * 'We question this concept because 
the nondeferr&le deficiencies are subjectively 
determina'd an'd could exclude some backlog which. 
could b’e important in reaching an adequately 
defined manageable level. 

--The Marine Corps defines the level as being equal 
to l/2 of 1 percent of the real property current 
plant value. 

--The Air Force defines the level to be between $60 
million to $100 million in constant fiscal year 
1979 dollars for maintenance and repair projects 
by contract. We question this concept because 
it applies only to the current Air Force concept 
of reporting BMAR which excludes a major portion 
of the total backlog. 

As is apparent from the above, these concepts are incon-. 
sistent and only the Marine Corps relates its backlog to the 
real property it represents. Even if each service were to 
reach its level as currently defined, we believe there is no 
assurance that its real property plant would then be in an 
acceptable condition, or conversely, that overmaintenance of 
the plant would not have occurred. We believe that DOD 
should adequately define a manageable level for uniform use 
by a13 the services. Otherwise, DOD will not have an adequate 
program for managing real property and establishing goals for 
backlog reduction. 

LACK OF 6UIDANCE AT COMMAND AND INSTALLATION 
LEVELS ON USE OF BACKLOG IN MANAGEMENT OF FUNDS 

DOD has not assured that BMAR is given adequate consider- 
ation in the management and allocation of maintenance and 
repair funds at all organizational levels. Although our 
review did not specifically address the appropriateness of 
the allocation and use of funds at the various commands, we 
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found strong indications that allocation and application of 
funds for real property maintenance and repair does not 
consider the BMAR or the relative needs of installations. 
The services have established manageab'le level concepts for 
use in planning and; pro8grsulming fun'ds at service headquarters. 
However, the commands and in'stallations were nat always aware 
of the manageable level concepts and had not received guid- 
ance on how to use backlog data. 

Generally, Lns8taLlatEon managers were not aware of the 
manageable level concepts within their own service or of 
those in the other services. Command-level officials were 
more likely to be aware of a manageable Level concept but 
not necessarily through official guidance, For example, 
managers at Commander in Chief, U.S. Atlantic Fleet, had 
not received any guidance regarding what the Navy considers 
to be a manageable level of BMAR. A command official told 
us that he did not believe that the Navy's concept of a zero 
manageable level could be obtained for all classifications of 
real property. 

Because installation managers were not aware of the 
concepts or any guidance on how the manageable levels were 
derived, they could not comment on the adequacy of the levels 
for application at their installations. For example, personnel 
at Nellis Air Force Base were not aware of how a BMAR manage- 
able level could be computed or whether the Tactical Air 
Command or Air Force headquarters had computed a manageable 
level applicable to the base. 

Testifying before the Senate Committee on Appropriations 
in April 1980, DOD said that it provides annual and program- 
ing guidance which specifically prescribes the factors for 
placing priority on maintenance and repair projects for 
funding. D'OD stated that maintenance projects must meet 
one or more of the following criteria: improve readiness, 
eliminate safety and health deficiencies, be cost effective, 
provide required mission support, or meet statutory deadlines 
or local environmental standards. DOD also stated that 
first priority is to be given projects directly influencing 
operational readiness of combat forces. Further, according 
to DOD, the basic policies and objectives include maintaining 
and repairing, in the most cost effective manner, all active 
real property to a standard which will permi~t continued use 
for designated purposes. 

Our review at the commands and installations disclosed 
that the above criteria generally were considered in plac'ing 
priority on maintenance and repair projects for funding. 
However, at the service command level, managers generally did 

,not consider BMAR in the management of available maintenance 
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and repair funds. The Army's Forces Command established 
BMAR expenditure targets and earmarked funds specifically 
for backlog projects. Although funds were normally spent in 
excess of the B'MAR targets, Forces Command o'fficials stated 
that such action was nut sufficient to contain the growth of 
BMAR, However, other commands did not place the same empha- 
sis on BMAR. For example: 

--The‘Tactical Air Command did not earmark funds for 
BMAR and funded about the same number of maintenance 
and repair proj,ects for each of its installations 
considering only the 15 or 20 projects submitted by 
each installation. The command did not consider 
the installations' relative funding needs on the 
basis of their total backlog and real property plant 
condition. Command officials do not believe the 
reported BMAR alone indicates real property plant 
condition. 

--The Commander in Chief, U.S. Atlantic Fleet, had 
developed a facility condition index to evaluate 
the relative condition of its facilities by classi- 
fication. However, the facility condition index was 
not used to reflect the relative condition of real 
property at installations within the command. Also, 
the command did not earmark funds for BMAR. 

The situation was similar at the installations. We 
found that certain installations were giving some conside- 
ration to backlog reduction when funding maintenance and 
repair projects. However, the majority of installations 
reviewed gave little or no consideration to BMAR in the 
management of their maintenance and repair funds. For 
example: 

--The Norfolk Naval Station's budget contained an 
exhibit listing backlog projects for priority 
reduction of BMAR, and the known maintenance and 
repair projects were periodically listed in prior- 
ity order to inform the installation's commanding 
officer of the existing deficiencies. However, 
maintenance and repair projects' were sporadically 
selected for funding during the year without the 
benefit of formal annual and long-range work plans 
or consideration of the projects listed in the 
budget for priority reduction of BMAR. The station 
could not identify what the current level of BMAR 
meant in terms of real property plant condition. 
Naval Station officials said they would have to 
review and evaluate the real property maintenance 
and repair backlog trend over the past 3 years to 
provide any meaningful assessment of BMAR as an 
indicator of plant condition. 
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--A Fort Bragg official 'told us that the backlog data 
is not used in rautine decisionmaking processes 
related to the real property program or as an indi- 
cator of the real property plant condition. However, 
the data is used to justify funds requests. He said 
that Fort Braggfs primary involvement with the BMAR 
is to satisfy the institutional requirement for 
reporting the backlog. 

--At Camp Pendleton, we were told that the Marine Corps 
had not given base maintenance staff any guidance on 
using BMAR data in real property management. Nor 
had base maintenance staff established the use of BMAR 
data in managing real property. In fact, BMAR data 
was not used in funding or scheduling projects con- 
trolled by the staff. 

We believe that DOD and the services need to ensure that 
the services' commands and installations adequately consider 
backlog in allocating and applying maintenance and repair 
funds. This consideration should include guidance on the 
uses to be made of the BMAR data and a better indicator of 
installation plant condition along with what is considered 
a manageable level of BMAR for use in determining relative 
funding needs. Otherwise, the commands and installations 
.will not effectively consider the BMAR data in the overall 
management of the program and place emphasis on containing 
or reducing the backlog. 

DOD AND THE CONGRESS CAN USE THE 
MAINTENANCE FLOOR TO REDUCE BACKLOG 

Recently, DOD has set up program elements for real 
property maintenance activities. These program elements 
are being used this year and are supposed to enhance inter- 
service data consistency, uniformity, and overall program 
surveillance and monitorship. Since these elements have been 
established recently, we did not address them in our review. 
However, we believe that, in addition to the program elements, 
DOD needs to effectively consider the need to recommend a 
meaningful maintenance floor of expenditures which will cover 
the annual maintenance and repair requirements and provide 
for an adequately defined manageable level. In this respect, 
the floor would then be 'an effective mechanism 'that DOD and the 
Congress could use in reducing the BMAR. A defined manageable 
level would also establish the adequacy of the containment 
level. DOD cannot be sure that the manageable level will 
be equal to or lower than the specified containment level. 
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In our August SII ,+$!79# rc)rportr wl,~ di,acussTd the” 
establishment of the st,atut+py real prc@erty ~a,in,tanance 
floor. The Cangress establf,&d, the floor to’ ensure 
sufficient expenditures on "real property maintenance t,O 
prevent excessive rssl property deterioration. Th,e report 
showed that , although expenditures over a period of time had 
exceeded both the floor and the planned program expenditures, 
the services’ total maintenance and repair requirements had 
not been met. The floor, as currently used, is related not 
to total. requirements but to a planned expenditure level 
which is constrained by budgetary decisions. Consequently, 
it is ineffective in controlling backlog growth. 

Because of the continuing growth of the backlog, the 
Congress directed that the 1978 backlog become a baseline 
and not be exceeded in the future. In response to a question 
on actions taken to achieve BMAR target levels, DOD testified 
before the Senate Committee on Appropriations in April 1980 
that, over the past years, programs had been planned to arrest 
the growth of backlog and to achieve proper maintenance goals. 
DOD also stated that the optimum objective for real property 
maintenance and repair would be to reduce the backlog to 
a lower, more cost effective management level. Further, DOD 
stated that higher priority requirements placed constraints 
on such funding and that attainment of the real property 
maintenance objectives to first reduce the backlog to the 
congressionally directed 1978 level and then to the manage- 
able level is expected to be influenced by competing Defense 
programs and future year resources available to DOD. In 
addition, DOD testified that it did not set aside' funds 
specifically for reducing the maintenance and repair backlog. 
While we agree that funding constraints and competing demands 
will have some impact on DOD's ability to reduce the BMAR, 
we believe that DOD must effectively use the BMAR data 
and the maintenance floor to develop a program directed toward 
BMAR reduction. DOD has not defined a manageable level of 
BMAR and does not know how such a.level would equate to the 
congressionally mandated containment level. Therefore, we 
question DOD's approach in attempting to reach the contain- 
ment level without knowing whether it is actually greater 
than the manageable level. We believe that DOD should 
define an adequate manageable level which can be used to 
more effectively manage the.program. 

In this respect, an effective use of the floor would 
be to set it at an amount which would cover the annual 
requirements and which would consider the defined manageable 
level of BMAR. This would have the effect of preventing 
real growth in the backlog. In the past, DOD has resisted 
establishing a maintenance floor equal to the programed 
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expenditures on the basis that needed flexibility in resource 
application would be taken away from program managers. As 
shown on page 31, holier, DOD's expenditures in the real 
property maintenance qrea consistently have exceeded both 
the established flaor and the pliennned level of expendi- 
tures. Had the flacwr b@en s'et in an amount to equal the 
planned expenditure8 fraim 31965 through 1979, it ;Irtiuld have 
been exceeded in virtually all of these 15 years. 
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CIIAPTER 5 

COMMEEJT& AND, OlUR EVALUATION 

CONCLUSIONS 

The Congress should not rely on the backlog data reported 
by DOD and the military services. The reported b'acklog is 
grossly understated and the credibility of its underlying data 
is highly questionable. The level of reported BMAR has been 
constrained and is hundreds of millions of dollars less than 
the actual level of maintenance and repair deficiencies. We 
believe that DOD's failure to ensure uniform interpretation of 
its definition and instructions by the military services and to 
maintain sufficient control over the reporting of backlog has 
resulted in the military services reporting only a part of their 
backlog. 

The military services' reported BMAR is understated 
further and its credibility undermined because several 
problems exist in the management of the services' systems 
for reporting backlog. We believe that the lack of 
sufficient program oversight by DOD and the services has 
resulted in such problems as inadequate facility inspection 
programs, deficient work plans, and inadequate and outdated 

.BMAR cost estimates. 

DOD has not effectively managed its real property 
program and BMAR. DOD has neither developed an adequate 
definition of what a manageable or acceptable level of 
backlog should be nor defined how the services and their 
commands and installations should use BMAR data in manage- 
ment decisionmaking processes. A proper manageable level 
of backlog becomes an important factor in determining the 
funding required to maintain a BMAR level which can be 
prudently carried without resulting in unacceptable plant 
deterioration. The headquarters levels of the various 
services, each establishing its own concept, now devote time 
and effort in the area of manageable levels. We believe that 
DOD's failure to define a manageable level and to provide 
guidance for its uniform use has resulted in significant 
inconsistencies in the military services' concepts. These 
concepts are of questionable value as tools for BMAR management. 

DOD needs to take a more systematic approach to the 
management of funds for real property maintenance and 
repair. We believe that DOD's failure to provide adequate 
guidance for use of the backlog data by the military 
services and their commands and installations has resulted 
in little consideration being given to the backlog in 

'funding decisions. DOD recently established separate 
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program elements to provide incra+aed viaib’ility and 
consistent treatment t6; the program. However, this action 
will not (1) ensure that comelnds and installations adequately 
consider the backlog in their allocation and application ofi 
available maintenance and repair funds or (2) eliminate the 
need to establish an adequate maintenance floor which 
considers the annual maintenance and repair requirements 
coupled with a defined manageable level of backlog. 

The statutcrry maintenance flo'or (minimum of dollars to 
be obligated annually for real property maintenance and repair), 
as currently used, is not meaningful or effective in checking 
BMAR growth because it is not related to unconstrained total 
requirements. The maintenance floor is applied against a 
planned expenditure level which is constrained by budgetary 
procedures. DOD has resisted a higher maintenance floor 
maintaining that it would reduce the flexibility needed in 
applying resources for optimum mission accomplishment. How- 
ever, historically, the annual expenditures in this area have 
exceeded not only the established floor but also DOD's plan- 
ned expenditures. We believe that DOD and the Congress should 
work toward establishing a more realistic maintenance floor 
which covers the annual maintenance and repair requirements 
and considers an adequately defined manageable level of BMAR. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

To ensure that DOD and the Congress receive accurate 
and valid information reflecting the true level of backlog, 
we recommend thatthe Secretary of Defense: u,,,,,,,,m, 

,, -4Require the military services to modify their 
"s'ystems where necessary and implement controls 
to ensure that the services uniformly interpret 
the definition and instructions for reporting 
backlog,;' 

-+eport DOD's unconstrained total requirements 
""in the Department's annual budget presentation 
to provide increased visibility in the area of 
real property maintenance and repairL ,, ,,,m 888 " 

-+equire the services to improve their inspections 
tind planning to ensure that maintenance and repair 
project identification is complete and that projects 
are validated and based on adequately derived and 
current cost estimates. 
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To improve the overall .magagement of DOD's backlog, 
with a view toward,jt,s reduction, we recommend th,at 
the Secretary of De$n&e: 

' --(Establish and issue criteria to be used by the 
serv,ices in'deter~i'ning manageable or acce$table 
levels "9 maintenance backlog'~'~,~~~ 

-$$sue guidance to provide that the def,ined ,manage- 
able level be' uniformly used by all the military 
services in evaluating relative plant condition 
and the adequacy and effectiveness of funding 
decisions reIated to real property.',, 

AGENCY COFQ!ENTS AND OUR EVALUATION 

DOD generally agreed that some problems exist regarding 
reporting of the HMAR. DOD said that, although BMAR is 
intended to be a constrained statistic, our report notes 
varying degrees of interpretation of the DOD guidance. 
According to DOD, action will be taken to correct this 
problem and to develop and issue a definition of manageable 
level. 

DOD also said that even though a manageable level of 
Bl4AR has not been uniformly defined, the services and DOD 
consider the BMAR statistic in programing and budgeting 
decisions. We reco8gnize that DOD and service headquarters 
levels do attempt to consider BMAR in the program objective 
memorandum aspects of budget preparation. However, in our 
opinion, this consideration would be much more meaningful 
if it were based upon an adequately defined manageable level 
of BMAR. This condition will remain until a meaningful 
manageable level is defined and implemented at all service 
levels of command. DOD has indicated that guidance on a 
uniformly defined manageable level will be provided. 

With one exception, DOD agreed with our recommendations 
and said that it will take the necessary steps to implement 
the recommendations. DOD did not agree that it should 
report unconstrained total requirements in its annual budget 
presentation. 

DOD said BMAR is'intended to be a high priority, 
essential list of deficiencies and that reporting uncon- 
strained total deficiencies would require additional 
personnel and an increased administrative workload. DOD 
further stated that unconstrained backlog reporting would 
not be as meaningful or effective in making .resource 
decisions. 
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We believe that DOD's intended ~aetio~n to identify 
high priority, essential backlog projects is good manage- 
ment and beneficial for immediate budget decisions and short- 
term program management. Such actions to identify high prior- 
ity urgent needs are already being accomplished by some instal- 
lations through their efforts to place priority on iden- 
tified backlog maintenance projects. However, reporting the 
total backlog should not require a significant amount of 
additional personnel or significantly increase administrative 
workload because the services already have mechanisms for 
identifying the total backlog. We believe that total back- 
log must be reported and used to ensure effective long-term 
program management by DOD and the Congress. Without the 
reporting of a total backlog and its consideration in the 
development of a manageable backlog level, neither DOD nor 
the Congress will have an adequate basis for effective 
management decisionmaking processes directed toward BMAR 
reduction. 

In view of the continuing interest by congressional 
committees in the growing backlog, we still believe that, 
unless DOD can reach agreement with the committees that 
full disclosure is not required, it should report total 
backlog to the Congress and consider it in developing a 
meaningful manageable level. 

Further, DQD must develop adequate criteria to ensure 
that BMAR reporting is uniformly accomplished by the services. 
Guidance should provide for the uses to be made of BMAR data 
in conjunction with plant condition indicators and an 
adequately defined manageable level for use in determining 
relative funding needs. DOD must also take steps to ensure 
that the services are correctly reporting the BMAR. Imple- 
menting this approach would eliminate the inconsistent 
treatment of BMAR by the military services and provide 
for the needs of effective long-term program management. 
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APPENDIX I APPENDIX I 

L~IST OBF COMMANDS AND INS'TALLATIONS 

INCLUDBD IN OUR REVIEW 

I 

i 

Department of the Army 

U.S. Army Forces Command 
Headquarters (Fort McPherson, 
Georgia) 

Fort McPherson, Georgia 

Fort Stewart, Georgia 

Fort Bragg, North Carolina 

Fort Ord, California 

Department of the Navy (note a) 

Atlantic Fleet Headquarters 
(Norfolk, Virginia) 

Norfolk Naval Station, Virginia 

Mayport Naval Station, Florida 

Naval Material Command Headquarters 
(Washington, D.C.) 

Naval Supply Center, San Diego, 
California 

Reported backlog 
FP 1978 FY 1979 

-------CmiYlions)----- 

$206.3 $248.0 

6.4 11.9 

2.9 3.2 

24.5 34.5 

11.4 8.4 

88.0 76.4 

7.5 6.5 

5.4 6.9 

91.1 

2.9 

Naval Supply Center, Norfolk, Virginia 21.3 21.2 

77.1 

2.8 

a/At the time of our review, the backlog applicable to 
installations at the end of the fiscal year was not 
reported at the end of the year. The backlog shown 
for the installations is as of March 1 for each fiscal 
year. 
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APPENDIX I 

U.S. Marine Corps (note a) 

Camp Pendleton, California 

Marine Corps Recruit Depot, Parris 
Island, South Carolina 

Department of the Air Force 

Tactical Air Command Headquarters 
(Hampton, Virginia) 

Langley Air Fo'rce Base, Virginia 

Nellis Air Force Base, Nevada 

Shaw Air Force Base, South Carolina 

APPENDIX I 
0 I 

Reported backlog 
FY 1978 FY 1979 

"' 

$10.8 $14.1 

5.1 6.3 

70.0 80.9 

4.1 7.6 

5.0 6.6 

7.1 5.1 

l 

a/Marine Corps activities report backlog directly to Marine - 
Corps headquarters and not through an intermediate command. 
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APPENDIX II APPENDIX II 

ASS~liSTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

RESEWVE AFFAIRS 

AND L001?4TIC5 NOV. 24, 1980 

Mr. R. W. Gwbmmn 
Director, Lagistlcs and 

Cmcetticas Division 
U.S. Gmeml Accmm~ 

3 
Off%X? 

Glashing;tan, D.C. 2054 

Dear Mr. Gum: 

‘I2xf.s is In reqxme to your letter of 20 October 1980 to the Secretary 
of LMknse f’oWing copies of the draft rep-x%, ‘TBD Needs to Better 
l4zms@ Its Pmgmm for Reduclq the Real F’roperty Maintenance and Repair 
Backl~g'~ (0% Case #5555, GAO Code 945388). 

The draft report has been reviewed by this office and the military 
service3s. (zcmlmlts resulting fmn these review5 are enclosed.. 

We ayupntclate the opportunity to review aml conment on the draft report. 
The infoxmtlon are5ented therein till be helpful in our efforts to 
lsprave the rrcma&mt efficiency of the Dehnt of Defense program 
to identify mintmsnce deficiencies and program and budget resources 
for their correction. 

Sincerely, 

Richard Danzig 
rri;:ci;;i Cr;::ty Aahtant 
s.c-c.Jy of Defrnra (WIRAhL) 
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APPElJDIX II +PPENDIX II 

“DoD Needs to F&tter w Its Program for R&ucing the Real Prop%?ty 
Maintenance and Repair Backlog” 

I. Position S-es 

A. 

B. 

GAO Positian 

Congress should not rely on the backlog of maintenance and ~pair 
(if3WR) data reported by DOD because the figures az constrained and 
understate the actual level of m3intenance and repair deficiencies. 
DOD provides lnsufflcient oversi@$t which results in inadequate 
inspection p~gt?amz, deficient work plans, Inadequate E!NAR cost 
estimates 81~3 problem in reporting IMAR. &cause %D has failed 
to define a m~~@&le level of @4&R and give guidance for its use, 
little consideration is given to backlog in funding decfsions. %@ 
statutory maintenance floor is not effective in checking BW.R growth 
stice it is not related to unconstrainttd total reqtirem?nts. 

Defense Position 

The &parWznt of Defense *neraUy agrees that there exists sons3 
problems with regard to repotiirg of the backlog of ti%.intenance and 
repair @NAR). The guidance developed by DOD with the consensus of 
the military semrices is in JKX& cases definitive yet broad enough to 
provide the flexibility required by the Services for cost effective 
management. Although BIWW is intended to be a constrained statistic 
and should not be a report of all known maintenance and repair deficien- 
ties, the GAO report notes varying degrees of LTterpretation of the 
CoD &dance. Actions will be taken to clarifl~ and correct this prob- 
lem.- DoD will also develop and prorntlgate a definition of manageable 
level. Even thou@ a r&%-is&able level of BMAR has r,ot been uniformly 
defined, the BKAR statistic is vem definitely considered by the 
Services and DOD ir? both pr~~gramning and tzud@Hng decisions. Lfrnited 
resources have rendered mst @dance and management actions ineffec- 
tive in controlling PNAR growth, and trying to elate the statutoFJ 
ma?.z?tenance floor to unconstrained total requlremnts will not resolve 
this problem. 

II. Recmndations and Responses 

RecorIrTEndat ion : Requi~ the military services to modify their systems 
where necessary and inqslemnt controls to ensure that they uniformly 
interpret the definition and instructions for r?eporting backlog. 

Respmse : Concur. DoD will reevaluate guidance and provide appropriate 
instructions to the Srvfces ‘;o ensure a more uniform interpretation and 
reporting of ?!NAFi. 
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Recmdation : Report the &ID’S unconstrained total requiremnts in its 
WBMd b-t presenltatim to gmtide increased visibility in the area of 
rWJ. pr0perty IhsJ.nt;emw and repair. 

!?FF= a0 nat CCYW.IP. ENAR is titer&d to be a constrained hi&- 
pr or ty, essential list of deficiencies Mxich have not been corrected 
because of la& of r&scvu~ces. Reporting unconstrained total deficiencies 
would require additional inspectIon personnel and incur an increased 
adsdrllstmtim !MmkLarrrad. IJ5e of this unconstraM figure would not be 
as rneanl~ul mm effective as. a managemnt statistic in m&ing resource 
declsicms in prclggtiryg amI bud@@ areas. 

Recwndatim: R~ui~ the Services to fnprove their inspections and 
planning to ensure tslat maintenance and rv?pair project identification is 
ccenglete and that projects axe validated and based on adequately derived 
and current cost estwtes. 

Resgonae : C~BWXW. Servlcas *ill be instructed to reemphasize proper 
procedures for inapctllm, pmject evaluation, and current cost estimates 
of im.I.ntemce mud rc;~%Lr deficiencies. 

FleC~~~tiQ??: Establish and. imutt criteria to be used by the Services 
in determIning mmgeable or acceptable levels of mintenance backlog. 

Response : Concur. l&D will develop and pm&gate a definition of 
mnageable level. 

Recwndation: Issue guMarm to provide that the defined nmageable 
level be uniformly used by all the military services in evaluating rela- 
tive plant condition and the adequacy and effectiveness of funding deci- 
sions related to real property. 

Response: Concur. Guidance will be provided to the Services for use in 
funding decisions related to the real property plant conditions. 

APPElJDIjC II 

.( 945388) 
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